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ABSTRACT
Estimating a person’s age from a facial image is a challenging prob-
lemwith clinical applications. Several medical aesthetics treatments
have been developed that alter the skin texture and other facial fea-
tures, with the goal of potentially improving patient’s appearance
and perceived age. In this paper, this effect was evaluated using evo-
lutionary neural networks with uncertainty estimation. First, a real-
istic dataset was obtained from clinical studies that makes it possible
to estimate age more reliably than e.g. datasets of celebrity images.
Second, a neuroevolution approach was developed that customizes
the architecture, learning, and data augmentation hyperparameters
and the loss function to this task. Using state-of-the-art computer
vision architectures as a starting point, evolution improved their
original accuracy significantly, eventually outperforming the best
human optimizations in this task. Third, the reliability of the age
predictions was estimated using RIO, a Gaussian-Process-based
uncertainty model. Evaluation on a real-world Botox treatment
dataset shows that the treatment has a quantifiable result: The pa-
tients’ estimated age is reduced significantly compared to placebo
treatments. The study thus shows how AI can be harnessed in a
new role: To provide an objective quantitative measure of a subjec-
tive perception, in this case the proposed effectiveness of medical
aesthetics treatments.
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1 INTRODUCTION
One of the most impressive areas of Deep Learning applications
focuses on processing faces: recognition of individuals, understand-
ing emotion and intent based on facial expressions, whether the
person is paying attention, and even generation of synthetic but
realistic face images [23, 30, 34, 55, 57]. While some of this work is
controversial because it can lead to biases and raise privacy issues,
much of it can be beneficial to the society, for instance improving
medical diagnosis, patient monitoring, and safety [16, 33, 39, 49].

One such application is presented in this paper: Evaluating effec-
tiveness of medical aesthetics treatments. They involve injecting
a toxin or a filler treatment in targeted areas of the face, altering
the skin texture or other facial features [1, 2]. They can be part of a
treatment for facial injuries and diseases such as facial palsy, or elec-
tive procedures to improve appearance, including lower perceived
age. Success is difficult to measure, and subjective in nature.
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This paper proposes a novel approach to this problem: an AI-
based method for measuring the results objectively and quantita-
tively. The starting point is a state-of-the-art neural network trained
in the age estimation task. The paper improves the state-of-the-art
in three ways: (1) Instead of celebrity face datasets used in prior
work [47], a dataset of actual clinical patients is used to make the
training more accurate; (2) While existing networks were initially
designed for other visual tasks, their design, including training
setup, data augmentation, and architecture, is customized specifi-
cally for this task through evolutionary optimization [36]; and (3)
the RIO method, based on a Gaussian Process model of residual
errors [41], is used to measure confidence in the age estimates.
In a series of experiments, each of these elements were found to
improve the accuracy of the age estimation process.

The method was then applied to a clinical trial dataset where
one group of patients was given a placebo injection, while other
two groups were given different versions of the active injectable
tratment. The neural network was used to estimate the patients age
before the treatment and at several time points up to 180 days after
the injection. The main finding is that the treatment has a quantifi-
able result: Patients with active treatment appeared consistently
chronologically younger than those with placebo injections.

This study thus demonstrates how current AI can be used in a
new role: as a mechanism for objective quantitative evaluation of a
measure with high degree of subjectivity. Similar approaches can
potentially be used in the future to automate evaluations that would
otherwise be difficult to quantify, making results more consistent
and reliable.

2 BACKGROUND
This section begins with an overview of the goals, treatments, and
challenges in medical aesthetics. Deep learning approaches to age
estimation are then reviewed, including the importance of obtaining
a realistic dataset. Deep learning models can be improved through
neural architecture search, and they can be more useful in practi-
cal application through methods that estimate confidence in their
output.

Aging and Aesthetic Medicine: Aging is a complex biological
process that is not fully understood, however, we are in constant
pursuit of ways to live a longer, healthier life. In doing so, the
concept of aging well is central in the field of aesthetic medicine.
While aging well does not necessarily equate to living a longer,
healthier life, it does help the aging population cope with aging
and is a strong contributor to improved self-esteem.

Aesthetic medicine utilizes a set of invasive (e.g. surgical) and
noninvasive (e.g. injectable, laser) techniques to improve appear-
ance of the patient [1, 2, 15] in support of the concept of aging
well. The global market for aesthetic medical procedures is valued
at $86.2 billion in 2020, with 52.5% of the revenue share in nonin-
vasive procedures, and it is expected to expand by 9.8% per year
in the next eight years [15]. Injections of botulinum toxin type A
(Botox® Cosmetic) and hyaluronic acid fillers are some of the most
common noninvasive procedures, aiming at correcting facial tex-
ture and volumizing muscle tone. Facial treatments target several
anatomical indications such as forehead, tear troughs, nasolabial
folds, and lips.

Age-related issues, including reduction of age appearance (per-
ceived age) to match how a patient feels inside, can be the goal
for many patients who elect noninvasive aesthetic medicine proce-
dures [25]. One of the challenges is that success is often subjective
and difficult to quantify when comparing age appearance to biolog-
ical age. With more objective age perception measures, it might be
possible to select the appropriate procedures more accurately and
reach medical and personal goals more reliably.

A systematic review of patient-reported outcome measures af-
ter facial cosmetic surgery and/or nonsurgical facial rejuvenation
found nine different patient-reported outcome (PRO) surveys used
in the assessment of post-treatment patient satisfaction [27]. It con-
cluded that a new patient-report tool was needed to help measure
satisfaction with facial appearance following aesthetic procedures.
In response to these findings the authors developed FACE-Q, a sys-
temized and standardized PRO tool. The development and valida-
tion of FACE-Q improves the industry’s knowledge around patient
satisfaction, but as with all survey-based tools, it remains largely
subjective.

Breakthrough advancements in computer vision and access to
rare and private datasets offer new approaches in medical image
assessment. A tool that objectively evaluates the age appearance of
individuals can become a starting point towards further AI evalua-
tions of patients in the healthcare industry.

Age Estimation with Deep Learning:Age estimation from fa-
cial images has been used as a benchmark task to evaluate various
deep learning approaches. For instance, Rothe et al. [47] introduced
the IMDB-WIKI dataset of celebrity face images for age estimation
and showed that deep learning could be used to do it well, using
the classic VGG-16 network [50] as a base model. Follow-up work
expanded these results [56], by applying modern architectures such
as DenseNet [20] and MobileNet [19] to the problem and showing
the utility of more compact customized architectures. It has proven
difficult to improve upon these results partly because of the nature
of the dataset: The celebrity face images are often taken with an ap-
plication of significant amounts of make-up, presumably sometimes
also after medical aesthetics treatments, and the images have often
been retouched to improve appearance. Such alterations make age
estimation difficult and unreliable, and the results do not generalize
well to actual medical datasets. Thus, in order to achieve sufficient
accuracy and reliability to evaluate treatment effects, obtaining and
utilizing a dataset of more realistic face images is crucial.

Neural Architecture Search (NAS): The age estimation archi-
tectures used in the above studies were originally developed for the
standard image classification tasks such as CIFAR-10 and Imagenet.
They form a good starting point for other computer vision tasks,
and have been used in applications such as object detection, X-ray
processing, and even malware detection [42, 45, 46], in addition to
age estimation. Such architectures are large and expensive to train,
and therefore their design is usually not optimized extensively to
the new task. However, recent results show that large gains are
possible by neural architecture search, i.e. by customizing the net-
work design to the task [8]. Many NAS techniques use gradient
descent, reinforcement learning, or Bayesian parameter optimiza-
tion, and focus on hyperparameter tuning. In contrast, evolutionary
NAS can optimize network design more broadly, including network
structure, data augmentation, activation and loss functions, and
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learning methods. In several studies, such evolutionary optimiza-
tion has been shown to improve performance in image, text, X-ray,
and face-feature classification tasks [3, 12, 32, 35, 43, 44]. It will be
used in this paper to customize state-of-the-art computer vision
architectures to age estimation.

Uncertainty Estimation: When AI systems are deployed in
real-world applications, interesting challenges emerge that are
sometimes overlooked in the laboratory. Trustworthiness is one
such dimension: for instance, when a neural network makes a pre-
diction, such as estimated age, it is not enough that the prediction is
as accurate as possible; it is also important to know how reliable the
prediction is, i.e. what the confidence intervals are around it. Several
techniques have been developed that return confidence intervals
in addition to the predicted value, combining Bayesian reasoning
or Gaussian Processes with Neural Networks [9, 10, 24, 28, 29, 40].
These methods require significant modifications to the model in-
frastructure and training pipeline, and are complex to implement
and expensive to train.

In contrast, the RIO technique [41] allows deriving confidence
estimates on any pretrained point prediction neural network (or
other point prediction model). The idea is to train a separate Gauss-
ian Process (GP) to model the residual errors of the network, with a
kernel that combines both the input and output of the network. The
GP then provides the confidence intervals for any future samples
given to the network. Furthermore, the mean of the GP distribution
can be used to fine-tune the output of the network, making it more
accurate. RIO was shown more accurate than other methods (SVGP,
ANP, and NNGP; [18, 24, 29]) in a number of benchmark tasks. It
also improved accuracy of DenseNet in the IMDB age-estimation
task, reducing MAE from 7.43 to 6.35, while providing accurate
confidence intervals.

Uncertainty estimation is particularly important in the applica-
tion presented in this paper. In order to demonstrate the benefit of
medical aesthetics treatments, the estimated improvements must
be statistically reliable. RIO provides a way of estimating such
reliability.

3 EVOLVING AGE ESTIMATION NETWORKS
This section describes the real-world age estimation problem that
needed to be solved, the vision models that were used to tackle this
problem, and how evolution was applied to optimize these models.

3.1 Problem Setup
The goal is to produce a model that, given an input image, estimates
the age of the individual in the image, such that the overall mean
absolute error (MAE) of the model is minimized. Formally, the
problem consists of a dataset D = (X, y) = {(X𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 )}𝑁𝑖=1 of 𝑁 RGB
images X𝑖 ∈ Rℎ×𝑤×3 and their corresponding integer age labels
𝑦𝑖 ∈ [𝑎min, . . . , 𝑎max] ⊂ N, where ℎ and𝑤 are the height and width
(in pixels) of each image, and 𝑎min and 𝑎max are the minimum and
maximum ages (in years) of individuals for which predictions need
to be made. The goal is to find a prediction model F (X) = 𝑦 that
minimizes MAE, i.e., minimizes

LMAE (F ,D) = 1
𝑁

𝑁∑
𝑖=1

��� 𝑦𝑖 − F (Xi)
���. (1)

Age estimation is a regression problem, with the additional struc-
ture that each label is an integer. This structure can be exploited by
extending methods developed for classification. The most popular
state-of-the-art such models have been developed for visual multi-
class classification problems. Therefore, they can be most directly
adapted to age estimation by treating each integer age as a class
and having the last layer of the model output a probability 𝑝 (𝑎 | X)
for each age 𝑎 ∈ [𝑎min, . . . , 𝑎max] via a softmax. This model can
then be trained using the standard multi-class classification loss,
i.e., the cross-entropy loss

LCE (F ,D) = − 1
𝑁

𝑁∑
𝑖=1

log(𝑝 (𝑦𝑖 | Xi)), (2)

from which age estimates can be deduced by computing the ex-
pected value over ages

F (X) =
𝑎max∑

𝑎=𝑎min

𝑎 · 𝑝 (𝑎 | X) . (3)

Importantly, LMAE = 0 ⇐⇒ LCE = 0 and lim
LCE→0

LMAE = 0,

making cross-entropy a valid and intuitively reasonable loss for
this problem. Notice that, since stochastic gradient descent can
be performed on both, plugging Eq. 3 into Eq. 1 also suggests a
possible training loss, i.e.,

LMAE (F ,D) = 1
𝑁

𝑁∑
𝑖=1

���� 𝑦𝑖 − 𝑎max∑
𝑎=𝑎min

𝑎 · 𝑝 (𝑎 | X)
����. (4)

Opportunities like these different possible losses define the di-
mensions that evolution can explore to optimize these models.

3.2 Evolutionary Optimization Method
Experiments were run using the LEAF platform for evolutionary
optimization [32, 36, 38]. The experiments utilized hyperparam-
eter optimization of learning algorithm and data augmentation
parameters, population-based training (PBT) [22, 31] to integrate
training and evolution, a domain-specific version of loss-function
optimization [12, 13], and ensembling of evolved solutions. Inside
of LEAF, hyperparameter optimization is performed via the genetic
algorithm component of CoDeepNEAT [36], which includes stan-
dardized mutation and crossover operators for handling continuous,
integer, Boolean, and categorical (i.e., Enum) parameters within
hierarchical structures [32]. Using PBT means that models in evo-
lution can be initialized with the weights trained in previous gener-
ations [22], so training from scratch is not required; this technique
yields substantial computational savings. Loss-function optimiza-
tion evolves the structure of the loss surface that stochastic gradient
descent traverses, thus it can be viewed as evolving the training
environment to align with application goals. The ensembling pro-
cess is implemented in the standard way, i.e., by averaging model
predictions, taking advantage of the fact that the complete evolu-
tionary process yields multiple high-performing models, which can
have complementary behaviors.

The space of possible parameter values for the domain is shown
in Table 1. The parameters span various data types and are grouped
into classes based on how they affect the model: Opt parameters
relate to the backpropagation process, Aug parameters relate to
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Parameter Possible Values Type Class

Algorithm [adam, rmsprop] Enum Opt
Initial Learning Rate (LR) [1e-5, 1e-3] Float Opt
Momentum [0.7, 0.99] Float Opt
(Weight Decay) / LR [26] [1e-7, 1e-3] Float Opt
Patience (Epochs) [1, 20] Int Opt
SWA Epochs [21] [1, 20] Int Opt
Rotation Range (Degrees) [1, 60] Int Aug
Width Shift Range [0.01, 0.3] Float Aug
Height Shift Range [0.01, 0.3] Float Aug
Shear Range [0.01, 0.3] Float Aug
Zoom Range [0.01, 0.3] Float Aug
Horizontal Flip {True, False} Bool Aug
Vertical Flip {True, False} Bool Aug
Cutout Probability [7] [0.01, 0.999] Float Aug
Cutout Max Proportion [7] [0.05, 0.5] Float Aug
Pretrained Base Model Keras App. [5] Enum Arch
Base Model Output Blocks {B0, B1, B2, B3} Subset Arch
Loss function _ in Eq. 5 [0, 1] Float Arch

Table 1: Space of possible parameter values for evolution. The
parameters span various data types and are grouped into
classes based on how they affect the model: Opt relate to the
backpropagation process; Aug relate to data augmentation;
and Arch relate to the structure of the model function. To-
gether they form a comprehensive approach to optimizing
neural network designs through evolution.

data augmentation, and Arch parameters relate to the structure of
the model function.

Unless otherwise cited, the data augmentation parameters can be
found in Keras’ ImageDataGenerator. The pretrained base models
can be selected from Keras’ applications module. The Base Model
Output Blocks refers to the set of layers of the base model that are
concatenated before being fed into the final classification layer. B0
is the output of the final layer of the base model, and B1-B3 are
the outputs of the three preceding blocks of layers. As a single-
parameter domain-specific variant of loss function optimization,
the model can tradeoff between Eq. 2 and Eq. 4 via

LOpt (F ,D) = _ · LCE (F ,D) + (1 − _) · LMAE (F ,D), (5)

for a tunable parameter _ ∈ [0, 1]. In the space of age probabilities,
LCE has a unique global optimum at 𝑝 (𝑎 = 𝑦𝑖 | X𝑖 ) = 1, while
LMAE has multiple alternative global optima, e.g., 𝑝 (𝑎 = 𝑦𝑖 − 1 |
X𝑖 ) = 0.5 with 𝑝 (𝑎 = 𝑦𝑖 + 1 | X𝑖 ) = 0.5. However, LMAE has the
intuitively satisfying property that mistakes closer to the correct
age have lower loss, e.g., 𝑝 (𝑎 = 𝑦𝑖 − 1 | X𝑖 ) = 0.5 with 𝑝 (𝑎 =

𝑦𝑖 | X𝑖 ) = 0.5 has lower loss than 𝑝 (𝑎 = 𝑦𝑖 − 10 | X𝑖 ) = 0.5
with 𝑝 (𝑎 = 𝑦𝑖 | X𝑖 ) = 0.5. The parameter _ allows the model
to potentially exploit both properties: uniqueness of optima and
locality. Models were trained with Keras [5]. The learning rate was
decayed by a factor of 10 whenever the patience was exceeded w.r.t.
validation MAE.

Notice that, since all the evolved parameters are architecture-
agnostic, the base model can be changed during evolution. In par-
ticular, it is possible to start evolution with a relatively lightweight

base model and scale up in stages (S*) as evolution converges, pick-
ing up from where it left off. This stage-wise approach is similar
to scale-agnostic methods that have achieved state-of-the-art NAS
performance for largescale models in prior work [43, 53, 58]. Such
efficiency is critical in largescale real-world applications such as
age estimation, where the final deliverable model is very expensive
to train and evaluate.

3.3 Datasets
The methods were evaluated on two datasets of different sizes
(Table 2). The smaller dataset (D0) consisted of 10,837 training
images and 2692 test images, with ages ranging from 18 to 79. The
age classification layer of the models for this dataset thus have 62
units (i.e., classes), one for each age. These images were of 3,719
unique patients before treatment, with multiple images per patient,
e.g., with differing face angle or facial expression. The larger dataset
(D1) consisted of 18,537 training images and 3733 test images, with
ages ranging from 18 to 80 (yielding 63 age classes), and 5,998 unique
patients. D1 is a scaled-up and refined version of D0, in which more
studies and patients were added and potentially misleading images
were systematically removed. For both datasets, the training and
test sets were split so that no patient appeared in both sets. The raw
images for each dataset were very high resolution (≈6000×4000
pixels) pre-treatment images from various clinical trials and were
downsampled to varying degrees depending on the architecture. All
images in D0 and D1 are of patients before any treatment has been
applied, so the models can learn to estimate age without conflating
age with treatment effects.

The value of such a realistic dataset was demonstrated in a pre-
liminary experiment. A version of DenseNet-121 was trained on
the IMDB dataset, resulting in validation error of 7.43 years. This
result is similar to prior results on the IMDB andWIKI datasets with
several architectures such as DenseNet, MobileNet, and SSR-Net
[56]. In contrast, a related architecture, DenseNET-169, in multiple
instantiations achieved a significantly lower validation error, down
to 3.65. These results suggest that such more realistic datasets serve
as a better foundation for building age-prediction models.

3.4 Optimization
For D0, evolution was run with a population size of 20 for 25 gener-
ations using ResNet-50 [17] as the base model (S0) followed by 25
generations using DenseNet-121 [20] with each candidate trained
for 20 epochs (S1). As a rule-of-thumb, a population size of 20 is the
minimum required for producing reliable results using LEAF while
minimizing computational cost. In both S0 and S1, performance
plateaued by the 25th generation. Since D0 is a smaller development
dataset, the goal was to evaluate the basic evolutionary method, so
no PBT or loss function optimization was used, and image resolu-
tion was kept fixed at 224 × 224 for a fair comparison to Human
Design. The results are shown in Figure 1.

RN-50 Base is the ResNet-50 baseline without evolution, i.e., the
best fitness in the initial population. The Human Design is the best
model for this application and dataset developed by professional
data scientists. For D0, this design is based on a ResNet-50 base
model. This model is substantially better than the baseline, and
evolution further improves upon it substantially.
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Dataset ID Application # Studies # Images # Patients ∩ D0 # Patients ∩ D1 # Patients ∩ D2

D0 Age Estimation 9 13,529 3719 3415 0
D1 Age Estimation 19 22,270 3415 5998 0
D2 Treatment Evaluation 1 77,914 0 0 787

Table 2: Dataset Details. Three datasets were used in the experiments in this paper, each consisting of high-resolution clinical
photographs of patient faces. D0 and D1 were used for developing the age estimation model, while D2 was used for evaluating
treatment outcomes. D0 and D1 contain high quality images from multiple clinical studies. D1 is a scaled-up and refined
version of D0, in whichmore studies and patients were added and potentially misleading images were systematically removed.
D2 contains data from a single Botox study, and has no overlap with D0 or D1. D2 contains many fewer patients than D0 and
D1, but manymore images, because it contains multiple images of the same patient over time after the treatment, whereas D0
and D1 consist only of pre-treatment images.

Figure 1: Model optimization results. Performance of the age-estimation model is measured with respect to test set MAE. For
both datasets D0 and D1, the Human Design is substantially better than the baseline. Through multiple stages, evolution is
able to optimize a model that outperforms the Human Design.

For D1, the HumanDesign is based on amuchmore sophisticated
and computationally-expensive base model: EfficientNet-B6 [53],
which was state-of-the-art for ImageNet classification at the time
of this work [48]. This model takes ≈ 3.25hr to train for one epoch
on a K80 GPU, so evolution was incrementally scaled up the full
model. Evolution was run for 12 generations using DenseNet-169
as the base model and image size 224 × 224 (S0); it was then scaled
to DenseNet-201 for two generations with image size 512 × 512
(S1); the number of epochs per generation was then increased to
50 (S2); next to EfficientNet-B6 for four generations with image
size 528 × 528 using PBT (S3); and, finally, the three best mod-
els were ensembled (S4). Scaling up the image size in this way is
motivated by the observation that larger images generally result
in better performance; evolving initially with smaller image sizes
makes the approach computationally feasible [53]. Increasing the
number of evaluation epochs after a certain stage offers a similar
computational advantage [51].

The results for D1 are similar to D0: Evolution is able to improve
over the baseline quickly, and eventually achieve a lower error
than the Human Design. This final model, the result of the S4 that

achieves 2.19 MAE on D1, is the model used in the uncertainty
analysis in Section 4.

Note that training age-estimation models is computationally
expensive, making extensive comparisons to alternative hyperpa-
rameter optimization methods infeasible in this experiment. How-
ever, prior comparisons have shown LEAF to perform favorably in
similar tasks [32, 36].

3.5 Discoveries
The results of evolutionary optimization contain some interpretable
discoveries. As a simple example, in S0 on D0 evolution quickly
converges on using Vertical Flip but not Horizontal Flip in data
augmentation. Horizontal Flip is commonly used in object and face
tasks, but the raw images in D0 and D1 happen to all be rotated
by 90◦ degrees; evolution quickly adapts to this data peculiarity.
Similarly, in S1 on D0 evolution converges to setting Width Shift
Range at around 5X of Height Shift Range, whereas for standard
object classification they are usually equal. Again, on this dataset
such a setting makes sense: Height Shift (of 90◦-rotated images)
does not yield much regularization since the opposite side of the
face is still visible, whereas Width Shift allows obfuscation of the
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forehead or chin, which could otherwise be easy areas for the model
to overfit.

The MAE loss was overall preferable to the cross-entropy; this
was especially clear during PBT,when the extended training showed
that cross-entropy was more prone to early overfitting. However,
in the final ensemble, the cross-entropy played a nontrivial role in
the three constituent models, which had loss functions defined by
_ = 0, _ = 0.05, and _ = 0.43. This loss function diversity (which
has been the focus of previous work [31]) highlights the value of
using PBT to push the performance of large models.

The highest level blocks of the base image models were surpris-
ingly sufficient for the age estimation problem, given that the prob-
lem is seemingly so different from object classification. Although
the best models in S1 and S2 on D1 included inputs from lower-level
blocks merged with some additional convolutional layers, by the
end of S3, the best model used only the input from the output of
the final block, following it with a single classification layer. This
result suggests that although there is potential for pushing such
large models further through evolved architectural innovations, sig-
nificantly more compute or alternative evolutionary methodologies
will be required.

That said, even without drastic architectural modifications, the
results demonstrate that large SotA image models can be further
optimized to new datasets, and beyond human designs. Notably,
the 2.19 MAE achieved by the final evolved model is substantially
lower than the recorded MAE of humans trying to guess age from
images. In studies that have assessed this human ability, the MAE
ranges from 3-4 for highly-controlled image settings [4, 11, 52]
to 6-8 for larger datasets in more diverse settings [6, 37, 54]. The
high accuracy of the evolved deep model suggests that not only
does it allow us to skip expensive human assessment, but it may
actually be easier to trust than human assessment. This quantifiable
trustworthiness is a property that is exploited in the next section.

4 EVALUATING TREATMENT OUTCOMES
This section first describes the RIO uncertainty estimation method
and the dataset used in the treatment outcome experiments. A pre-
deployment experiment is then presented demonstrating that RIO
can estimate uncertainty and improve accuracy in this domain, fol-
lowed by the main experiment that demonstrates that the treatment
is effective.

4.1 RIO
RIO [41] is a methodology that can be directly applied on top of
any pretrained point-prediction model, i.e., regression model. RIO
estimates the predictive uncertainty of the original model quan-
titatively, and calibrates the original prediction to make it more
accurate.

The main idea of RIO is fitting a Gaussian Process (GP) to pre-
dict the distribution of residual errors, i.e., the signed difference
between the ground-truth and prediction, of the original model.
More specifically, the GP is trained to predict

𝑟𝑖 = 𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦𝑖 , for 𝑖 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑛 . (6)

where 𝑦𝑖 is the label, 𝑦𝑖 = F (Xi) is the prediction made by original
model, and 𝑟𝑖 is the residual error. RIO utilizes a special kernel 𝑘𝑐

consisting of both an input kernel 𝑘in and an output kernel 𝑘out,
and thus takes into account both the input features and the original
model outputs when calculating the covariance matrix of the GP:

𝑘𝑐

(
(X𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 ), (X𝑗 , 𝑦 𝑗 )

)
= 𝑘in (X𝑖 ,X𝑗 ) + 𝑘out (𝑦𝑖 , 𝑦 𝑗 ),

for 𝑖, 𝑗 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑛 . (7)

During the training phase, the hyperparameters of the RIOmodel
are optimized by maximizing the log marginal likelihood of sam-
pling the original residual errors on training data, i.e. log 𝑝 (r|X, ŷ).

During the deployment phase, the trained RIO model predicts
a distribution of residual error given a new data point x∗ and its
corresponding prediction 𝑦∗ by the original regression model, i.e.
𝑟∗ ∼ N( ¯̂𝑟∗, var(𝑟∗)). By adding the predicted distribution back to
the original prediction, a calibrated prediction with its associated
uncertainty is obtained:

𝑦′∗ ∼ N
(
𝑦∗ + ¯̂𝑟∗, var(𝑟∗)

)
. (8)

4.2 Dataset
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of treatment, a clinical dataset
D2 was prepared based on a Botox study, containing 3925 images
that were taken before treatment and 68,799 images taken after
treatment, at one and two weeks and monthly over six months. Two
different treatment versions with different injection volumes were
included. In addition, the dataset contained 5190 after-treatment
images taken at similar time points, where, instead of an actual
treatment, a placebo injection was given to the patient. In total
there were 787 patients aging from 21 to 76, of which 156 patients
were in the placebo group. Table 2 compares D2 to the datasets
used in Section 3.

Note that some patients may look younger/older than their true
age. In order to remove such inherent biases, the prediction errors
of pre-treatment images were calculated for each patient using
the final (S4) model from Section 3. The data included several pre-
treatment images (with different poses) for each patient, and the
average prediction error was used as the inherent age bias for each
patient. These patient-wise biases were then deducted from all
predictions made by the S4 model on pre-treatment, placebo, and
post-treatment images.

4.3 Pre-deployment Evaluation of RIO
In order to verify that RIO can estimate uncertainty and improve
accuracy in the age-prediction domain, a preliminary RIO model
was trained to predict the residual errors of the S4 model on placebo
images of dataset D2.

Of the placebo images, 80% were used as training data, and the
remaining 20% as testing data. The input kernel of the RIO model
takes the softmax probability vector of S4 model, and the output
kernel takes the expected age of S4 model. As in the original RIO
work [41], radial basis function (RBF) was used for I/O kernel, the
number of inducing points was 50, L-BFGS-B optimizer was used
with maximum optimization iteration of 1000. MAE was used to
evaluate the prediction accuracy before and after applying RIO. To
measure the quality of uncertainty estimation, coverage percent-
ages of testing points by 95%/90%/68% confidence intervals (i.e., the
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Figure 2: Comparing Treatment Effects with Placebo Effects. The vertical axis shows the perceived age difference from pre-
treatment images to images taken at different times after treatment. The error bars indicate standard error on RIO values,
averaged across individuals. Whereas the estimated age differences with placebo treatment is centered around zero, the actual
Botox treatments (of which there were two versions) reduce the apparent age substantially, demonstrating that the treatments
are effective.

Metric Value

Original MAE 1.61

MAE with RIO 1.48
95% CI Coverage 94.2%
90% CI Coverage 89.2%
68% CI Coverage 69.2%

Table 3: Pre-deployment Evaluation of RIO. CI coverage
means the percentage of testing outcomes that are within
the estimated CI. RIO reduces the prediction error of the S4
model and provides accurate uncertainty estimation for its
prediction.

percentage of testing outcomes that are within the corresponding
confidence intervals estimated by RIO) were calculated.

The results are shown in Table 3. RIO provides reliable uncer-
tainty estimation with accurate confidence intervals, and by adding
the calibration, improves the prediction accuracy of the S4 model.

4.4 Measuring Age Reduction
After the pre-deployment study showed that RIO can be deployed
reliably in the age estimation domain, it was retrained with the
full set of 5190 placebo images, in order to obtain the most accu-
rate uncertainty model with the available data. The placebo images
are representative of those who may want aesthetics treatments,
thereby forming a relevant training set. The pre-treatment images
were excluded from the RIO training since they have already been
used to remove the inherent age biases of patients. The S4 age pre-
diction model was again used to generate the age predictions during

training. S4 and RIO were then applied to all post-treatment images
of both treatments. Figure 2 illustrates the results, comparing them
to those of the placebo group in the pre-deployment study.

The age estimations of the placebo images vary somewhat but
are centered around zero. In contrast, the age estimations of both
series of treatment images are substantially lower. They decrease
rapidly during the first 1-2 months as the treatment takes hold
and then stabilize, as expected. Eventually they reach a final age
reduction of about 0.5 years. Since the patients actually aged 0.5
years during this time, their appearance in the end is thus estimated
to be one full year younger. (Note that this reduction is due to a
single injection; a typical treatment consists of multiple injections,
with a larger cumulative effect.) Treatment1 works slightly faster
than Treatment2, but the difference is insignificant towards the
end.

The results thus demonstrate that these medical aesthetics treat-
ments are effective, reducing the perceived age substantially. While
such a reduction was previously perceived only subjectively, the
AI approach makes it objective and quantitative.

5 DISCUSSION AND FUTUREWORK
The experiments in this paper quantify an important outcome of
a medical aesthetics treatment: The patient’s age appears to be
substantially reduced as a result. Up to this point, this outcome has
been measured subjectively—the AI age estimation and uncertainty
measurement techniques in this paper make it possible to quantify
it objectively. Building on a medically relevant dataset, evolutionary
optimization of network design plays a crucial role in this process,
customizing the neural networks that were originally developed
for other computer vision applications to this task. The resulting
networks have improved accuracy over the original designs as
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well as over designs optimized by human experts. In turn, the
RIO uncertainty measurement mechanism makes it possible to
demonstrate that the age reduction result is reliable.

The approach can be extended in the future to other types of
medical aesthetics treatments, as well as sequences of treatments
that consist of multiple injections, and combinations of treatments
of different types. Any treatment for which image and age data
is available can be evaluated in the same manner. Similar models
can be developed to estimate other aspects of the outcome, such as
whether the facial features and facial movements appear natural.
The ground truth may be established based on human judgment,
or through a discriminator (similar to that in a GAN [14]), trained
to distinguish pre- and post-treatment faces.

Such a quantitative analysis opens intriguing possibilities for
expanding the role of AI in medical aesthetics. Using the same
data, models can be trained to predict the effects of treatments,
i.e. generate face images that are likely to result from them. Age
estimation can be applied to the resulting images, predicting their
success quantitatively. Such models can be further conditioned
with the treatment type, making it possible to compare alternatives.
Further, using such a model as a surrogate, it may be possible to
evolve another model to make treatment recommendations that
optimize the outcomes. They can be multi-objective, resulting in
a number of choices that balance the different quality metrics as
well as cost and side-effects. Such a tool could be highly valuable
to physicians and patients in evaluating treatment alternatives.

6 CONCLUSION
In domains like aesthetic medicine, it is difficult to evaluate the
treatment outcomes in an objective and quantitative manner. This
paper demonstrates how AI can be harnessed in this role. The
design of a deep learning neural network is customized through
evolution to estimate the patient age from facial images, and RIO is
used to estimate the uncertainty in the estimate. For the first time,
this study was able to demonstrate quantitatively that aesthetic
treatments can potentially reduce the perceived chronological age
of patients. The approach can serve as a foundation for a number
of future extensions in evaluation, prediction and optimization of
medical aesthetics treatments, thus empowering physicians and
patients to reach more ambitious treatment objectives.
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